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Abstract� In the paper� fundamentals of numerical software for solving dense linear
algebra problems on modern parallel computers are presented� It is intended for readers
who are familiar with the general aspects of computing but are new to high performance
and parallel computing as it provides a general overview of the �eld�

� Introduction

Over the past twenty years� parallel computing has entered the mainstream of computations�
While multi�processor machines were once a marvel of technology� today most personal com�
puters arrive with multiple processing units such as the main processor� video processor etc��
each with computational power and memory substantially larger than those of the top of the
line workstations of just some years ago� More importantly� the increased availability of inex�
pensive components has made �desktop� systems with two and four processors available for
the price ranging from ������ to �������� Furthermore� recent announcements by both AMD
and Intel showed clearly� that the �speed race� consisting of increasing clock speed of indi�
vidual processors is practically over� Instead� both computer vendors are to o	er slower but
more powerful dual�core designs and systematically introduce 
��bit processors� This means
that� starting in ���� a typical desktop computer will arrive as a dual�processor �parallel com�
puter� and soon all computers available on the market will be able to run quadruple precision
arithmetic� Some claim that this latter development will be necessary to solve really large
problems ���� Finally� we observe continuing progress in development of blade servers� that
allow easy and storage e�cient assembly of multi�processor systems�

The question thus arrives� why the push towards parallel computing � The answer is sim�
ple� because of a need to solve large problems from many areas of science� Some examples
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include Earth environment prediction� nuclear weapons testing� quantum chemistry� compu�
tational biology� data mining for large and very large datasets� astronomy and cosmology�
cryptography� approximate algorithms for NP�complete problems� These problems cannot be
solved on single processor machines either due to the limitation of available processor power
or insu�ciency of available memory�

� Parallel computers and parallel programming

There exist a number of parallel computer architectures� An old� but still useful� general
computer taxonomy was introduced by Flynn in �

 ���� By considering the fact that
information processing� which takes place inside of a computer� can be conceptualized in terms
of interactions between data streams and instructions streams� Flynn classi�ed all existing
computer architectures into four types�

� SISD � single instruction stream�single data stream� which includes most of standard
von Neumann type computers�

� MISD � multiple instruction streams�single data stream� which describes various special
computers but no particular class of machines�

� SIMD � single instruction stream�multiple data streams� the architecture of parallel
processor �arrays�� and

� MIMD � multiple instruction streams�multiple data streams� which includes most mod�
ern parallel computers�

The last two architectures� SIMD and MIMD� are at the center of our interest since most
parallel systems that ever existed fell into one of these categories� SIMD�based computers
were characterized by a relatively large number of relatively weak processors� each associated
with a relatively small memory� These processors were combined into a matrix�like topology�
hence the popular name of this category� �processor arrays�� This computational matrix
was connected to a controller unit �usually a top�of�the�line workstation�� where program
compilation and array processing management took place� While popular in the early days
of parallel computing� they turned out to be much too in�exible to handle general�purpose
parallel algorithms� Currently� the concept has migrated �inside� the existing processors�
For instance� the MMX extension of the command set of an x�
 processor included array
processing type instructions�

It can be therefore said� that all existing general purpose parallel computers belong to the
MIMD category� They can be divided into two sub�categories� shared memory and distributed
memory systems� This division is based on the way that the memory and the processors
are interconnected� Shared memory computers consist of a number of processors that are
connected to the main �global� memory� The memory connection is facilitated by a bus or a
variety of switches �e�g� omega� butter�y� etc�� Distributed memory computers are composed
of computational nodes consisting of a processor and a large local memory �there is no global
memory� and are interconnected through a structured network� Typical topologies for inter�
processor connectivity are meshes� toruses and hypercubes� While code for distributed memory
computers is relatively more di�cult to write and debug� this architecture can be scaled to a
large number of processors� Thus� all of the most powerful computers are currently designed
in this way ���� however� their low�level blocks are often shared memory� For instance� the
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Earth Simulator� currently the most powerful computer in the world� is build out of shared
memory nodes consisting of � processors each�

While the largest computers are custom built for the highest performance� they cost tens
of millions of dollars as well� Clusters made high performance parallel computing available
to those with much smaller budgets� The idea is to combine commodity�o	�the�shelf �COTS�
components to create a parallel computer� The Beowulf project was the forerunner in this
approach ���

Currently� shared memory computers are usually programmed using OpenMP� which uses
the fork�join model of parallel execution� A program starts execution as a single process� called
the master thread of execution� and executes sequentially until the �rst parallel construct
is encountered� Then the master thread spawns a speci�ed number of �slave� threads and
becomes a �master� of the team� All statements enclosed by the parallel construct are executed
in parallel by each member of the team� Several directives accept clauses that allow a user to
control the scope attributes of variables for the duration of the construct �e�g� shared� private�
reduction� etc���

Parallel Virtual Machine �PVM� has been developed in �� by a group of researchers
at the University of Tennessee� It is a distributed�memory tool �
� designed to implement
parallel applications on distributed memory parallel computers� as well as networks of hetero�
geneous computers �treated as a single computational resource�� Message Passing Interface
�MPI� has been developed in ��� ��
� by researchers from Argonne National Laboratory� Over
time� it has become a de�facto standard for message passing parallel computing �superseding
PVM� which is slowly becoming extinct�� MPI provides an extensive set of communication
subroutines including point�to�point communication� broadcasting and collective communica�
tion� It has been implemented on a variety of parallel computers including massively parallel
computers� clusters and networks of workstations� Due to its popularity� a number of open
source and commercial tools and environments have been developed to support MPI based
parallel computing �����

� Models for parallel processing

The processing speed of computers involved in scienti�c calculations is usually expressed in
terms of a number of �oating point operations completed per second� a measure used also to
describe the computational power of the world�s largest supercomputers ���� For a long time�
the basic measure was M�ops ��� operations� expressed as�

r �
N

t
M�ops� ��

where N represents a number of �oating point operations executed in t microseconds� Obvi�
ously� when N �oating point operations are executed with an average speed of r M�ops� the
execution time of a given algorithm can be expressed as�

t �
N

r
� ���

Due to the increase in computational power of computers G�ops ���� and T�ops ���� �oating
point operations per second� replaced M�ops�

One of the most important methods of analyzing the potential for parallelization of any
algorithm is to observe how the algorithm can be divided into parts that can be executed in
parallel and into those that have to be executed sequentially� More generally� di	erent parts
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of any algorithm are executed with di	erent speeds and use di	erent resources of a computer
to a di	erent extent� Therefore� it would be naive to predict the algorithm�s performance
by dividing the total number of operations by the average speed of the computer� To �nd
a quality performance estimate� one should separate all parts of the algorithm that utilize
the underlying computer hardware to a di	erent extent� Signi�cant initial work in this area
was done by Amdahl ��� ��� He established how slower parts of an algorithm in�uence its
overall performance� Assuming that a given program consists of N �oating point operations�
out of which a fraction f is executed with a speed of V M�ops� while the remaining part of
the algorithm is executed with a speed of S M�ops� and assuming further that the speed V
is close to the peak performance while the speed S is substantially slower �V � S�� then the
total execution time can be expressed using the following formula�

t � f
N

V
� �� f�

N

S
� N�

f

V
�

� f

S
� ���

which can be used to establish the total execution speed of the algorithm as

r �
N

t
�


f

V
� ���f�

S

M�ops� ���

From formula ���� follows that t � ���f�N
S

� If the whole program is executed at the slower
speed S� its execution time can be expressed as ts �

N
S
� If the execution speed of the part f

of the program can be increased to V then the performance gain can be represented as

ts
tv

�
N

S
�

S

N�� f�
�



� f
� ���

In the case of parallel processing� let us assume that fraction f of an algorithm can be
divided into p parts and ideally parallelized �executed at exactly the same time t��p on p
processors�� the remaining  � f of operations cannot be parallelized and thus have to be
executed on a single processor� The total execution time of this algorithm on p processors can
be expressed as�

tp � f
t�
p
� �� f�t� �

t��f � �� f�p�

p
�

Therefore the speedup sp is equal to

sp �
p

f � �� f�p
� �
�

Obviously� f � � and therefore the following inequality is true

sp �


� f
� ���

It should be noted that there exist other interesting models such as the Hockney�Jesshope
model of vector processing ���� �� and Gustafson�s model ��� of parallel computing� To
predict the behavior of distributed algorithms� one may consider the Bulk Synchronous Parallel
Architecture �BSP for short ������ In this model� a parallel program consists of a number
of supersteps� Each superstep comprises local computations� global data exchange and the
barrier synchronization� The BSP model is characterized by the following parameters� p�
the number of available processors� g� the time �in �op time units� it takes to communicate
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�send or receive� a data element and l� the time �in �op time units� it takes all processors to
synchronize� The complexity of a superstep is de�ned as

wmax � ghmax � l ���

where wmax is the maximum number of �ops performed� and hmax is the number of messages
sent or received by any one processor during this superstep� An interesting application of this
model can be found in ����� where we improved our earlier algorithm ���� ��� for solving linear
recurrence systems with constant coe�cients of the following form

xk �

��
�

� for k � �

fk �
mP
j��

ajxk�j for  � k � n� ���

which is the central part of many numerical algorithms for instance evaluation of orthogonal
polynomials ���� The algorithm is an example of the distributed divide and conquer approach
for solving linear algebra problems in parallel and using the matrix�vector and matrix�matrix
multiplication and its performance is much better than the performance of the simple scalar
algorithm based on ���� Moreover� its complexity can be expressed in terms of the BSP
parameters and the �internal� parameters of the method� namely the block sizes� In ���� we
show that the optimal choices do not depend on the BSP parameters� thus the algorithm
is �machine independent� and the choices are valid for all BSP architectures regardless the
speci�c values of the BSP parameters�

� Shared memory parallel computing	 BLAS and LAPACK

Let us now consider the focal point of this paper� writing e�cient software to solve linear
algebraic problems on parallel computers� Over last �� years a standard has evolved for doing
exactly this� More precisely� there exists a collection of interdependent software libraries that
became the standard tool for high performance dense and banded linear software implemen�
tation�

The �rst step in the general direction took place in ���� when the BLAS �Basic Linear
Algebra Subroutines� standard was proposed ����� Researchers realized that linear algebra
software �primarily for dense matrices� consists of a number of basic operations �e�g� vector
scaling� vector addition� dot product� etc�� that appear in most algorithms� These fundamental
operations have been de�ned as a collection of Fortran �� subroutines� The next two steps
took place in ��� and ���� respectively� when collections of matrix�vector and matrix�matrix
operations have been de�ned ��� �� �also as libraries of Fortran �� kernels�� These two
developments can be traced to the hardware changes occurring at this time� The introduction
of hierarchical memory resulted in need of algorithms that would support data locality �i�e�
move a block of data once� perform all the necessary operations on it and move it back to
the main memory and only then proceed with the next block of data�� It was established
that to achieve this goal one should rewrite linear algebra codes in terms of block operations
and such operations can be naturally represented in terms of matrix�vector and matrix�matrix
operations�

BLAS routines were used in development of linear algebra libraries that solved a number of
standard problems� Level  BLAS �vector oriented operations� was used in development of the
LINPACK �� and EISPACK ��� libraries dedicated to the solution of linear algebraic systems
and eigenproblems� The main advantages of these libraries were� clarity and readability of
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the code� its portability as well as the possibility of hardware oriented optimization of BLAS
kernels�

The next step was the development of the LAPACK library ���� which �combined� the
functionalities available in the LINPACK and EISPACK libraries� LAPACK utilized level
� BLAS kernels� while the BLAS � and  routines were used only when necessary� It was
primarily oriented toward single processor high performance computers with vector processors
�e�g� Cray� Convex� Fujitsu� NEC� or with hierarchical memory �e�g� SGI Origin� HP Ex�
emplar� DEC Alpha workstations etc��� LAPACK was also designed to work well on shared
memory parallel computers� providing parallelization inside the level � BLAS routines ����
Unfortunately� while this performance was very good for the solution of dense symmetric and
non�symmetric linear systems �this was also the data used at many conferences to illustrate
the success of the approach�� the performance of eigenproblem solvers �for both single pro�
cessor and parallel machines� was highly dependent on the quality of the underlying BLAS
implementation and very unsatisfactory in many cases ��� ���

The BLAS operations have the following form �detailed description of BLAS routines can
be found in ��� ����
Level � vector�vector operations�

� y � �x � y� x � �x� y � x� y � x� dot � xTy� nrm� � kxk�� asum � kre�x�k� �
kim�x�k��

Level �� matrix�vector operations�

� matrix�vector products� y � �Ax � �y� y� �ATx� �y

� rank� update of a general matrix� A� �xyT � A

� rank� and rank�� update of a symmetric matrix� A� �xxT �A� A� �xyT��yxT�A�

� multiplication by a triangular matrix� x� Tx� x� T Tx�

� solving a triangular system of equations� x� T��x� x� T�Tx�

Level �� matrix�matrix operations�

� matrix�matrix products� C � �AB � �C� C � �ATB � �C� C � �ABT � �C�
C � �ATBT � �C

� rank�k and rank��k update of a symmetric matrix� C � �AAT ��C� C � �ATA��C�
C � �ATB � �BTA� �C� C � �ABT � �BAT � �C�

� multiplication by a triangular matrix� B � �TB� B � �T TB� B � �BT � B � �BT T �

� solving a triangular system of equations� B � �T��B� B � �T�TB� B � �BT���
B � �BT�T �

Now� to illustrate the way that BLAS can be applied in implementation of linear algebraic
algorithms� let us consider the matrix�matrix multiplication using various levels of BLAS� It is
clear that it can be implemented using a single call to the appropriate routine from the Level
� BLAS� namely

C � �AB � �C� ���
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BLAS loads and stores �ops ratio
y � y � �x �n �n � � �
y � �Ax � �y mn � n� �m �m � �mn  � �
C � �AB � �C �mn �mk � kn �mkn � �mn � � n

Table � BLAS� memory references and arithmetic operations ���

M�ops sec�
BLAS  
���� ���
BLAS � ����� ���
BLAS � �
����� ���


Table �� Matrix multiplication on the Pentium IV �GHz

The above operation can be also expressed in terms of matrix�vector multiplications

y � �Ax � �y ��

from the Level � BLAS� namely

C
�k � �AB

�k � �C
�k� for k � � ���� n ���

Finally� observe that the operation �� can be conceptualized in terms of a sequence of dot�
products �routine DOT�� vector scalings � SCAL� or vector updates � AXPY� from Level 
BLAS�

zk � Ak�x� for k � � ���� m � DOT�
y � �y � SCAL�
y � y � �z � AXPY�

���

It should be noted that replacing level  BLAS operations by level � BLAS� the application
of ��� instead of ���� while introducing no changes to the total number of arithmetical
operations performed� reduces the total amount of processor�memory communication� More
precisely� to illustrate the advantages of the application of higher level BLAS� consider the total
number of arithmetical operations and the amount of data exchanged between the processor
and memory� Table  ��� depicts the ratio of the number of processor�memory communications
to the number of arithmetical operations for m � n � k�

The higher the level of BLAS� the more favorable the ratio becomes� �The number of
operations performed on data increases relative to the total amount of data movement�� This
has a particularly positive e	ect in the case of hierarchical memory computers� To illustrate
that this course of action plays an important role not only for �supercomputers� but also for
more �ordinary� architectures� Table � presents processing speed �in M�ops� achieved during
the completion of the task C � �AB��C using BLAS � � and � kernels �utilizing approaches
���� ��� and ���� for m � n � k � ��� on a single�processor PC with Intel Pentium IV
�GHz processor and �GB of RAM�

There are two ways of using BLAS routines in parallel computing� First� very often� BLAS
routines are parallelized by the computer hardware vendors� For instance� a call to the level
� BLAS routine GEMM may result in parallel execution of matrix�matrix multiplication�
and subsequently� any code that utilizes GEMM would automatically perform this operation
in parallel� Vendor provided parallelization can be extremely e�cient� For instance on the
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Cray� selected BLAS kernels have been written in the Cray Assembly Language and resulted
in e�ciency of over ��� on an ��processor machine� It should be stressed� however� that only
some of BLAS kernels are parallelized �one of the typical and very important exceptions are
routines for symmetric matrices stored in a compact form� and they are typically parallelized
for shared memory environments only� In short� parallel performance of BLAS routines cannot
be taken for granted �especially since historically they have been primarily optimized for single
processor performance in the hierarchical memory environment�� Taking this into account�
BLAS kernels should be rather used to implement parallel algorithms in such a way that
instances of BLAS routines run on separate processors� To illustrate the main idea behind
such an approach� consider matrix update procedure ���� based on the formula

C � �AB � �C�

which can be rewritten as��
C�� C��

C�� C��

�
� �

�
A�� A��

A�� A��

��
B�� B��

B�� B��

�
� �

�
C�� C��

C�� C��

�
���

Applying the de�nition of matrix multiplication� the following block algorithm to calculate
matrix C is obtained�

C�� � �A��B�� � �C�� ��
C�� � �A��B�� � C�� ���
C�� � �A��B�� � �C�� ���
C�� � �A��B�� � C�� ���
C�� � �A��B�� � �C�� ���
C�� � �A��B�� � C�� �
�
C�� � �A��B�� � �C�� ���
C�� � �A��B�� � C�� ���

���

Observe that this algorithm allows for parallel execution of operations ��� ���� ���� ��� and
in the next phase of operations ���� ���� �
�� ���� Obviously� it is desirable to divide large
matrices into a larger number of blocks �e�g� to match the number of available processors��
The order of operations may also need to be adjusted to reduce the memory access con�icts�
An application of this approach can be illustrated by the block�Cholesky method for solving
systems of linear equations for symmetric positive de�nite matrices� It is well known that
there exists a unique decomposition for such matrices

A � LLT � �
�

where L is a lower triangular matrix� There exists also a simple algorithm for determining the
matrix L with an arithmetical complexity of O�n��� Its analysis allows one to see immediately
that it can be expressed in terms of calls to the level  BLAS� However� it can be also translated
into block operations expressed in terms of level � BLAS� Formula �
� can be rewritten in
the following way��

� A�� A�� A��

A�� A�� A��

A�� A�� A��

�
A �

�
� L��

L�� L��

L�� L�� L��

�
A
�
� LT

�� LT
�� LT

��

LT
�� LT

��

LT
��

�
A ���

Thus

A �

�
� L��L

T
�� L��L

T
�� L��L

T
��

L��L
T
�� L��L

T
�� � L��L

T
�� L��L

T
�� � L��L

T
��

L��L
T
�� L��L

T
�� � L��L

T
�� L��L

T
�� � L��L

T
�� � L��L

T
��

�
A

��



After the decomposition A�� � L��L
T
��� which is the same decomposition as the original one

but of smaller size� appropriate BLAS � kernels can be applied in parallel to calculate matrices
L�� and L�� by applying in parallel equalities A�� � L��L

T
�� and A�� � L��L

T
��� In the next

step� equation
A�� � L��L

T
�� � L��L

T
���

can be used� Thus the decomposition L��L
T
�� for the matrix A�� � L��L

T
�� is used to calculate

the matrix L��� Finally� L�� can be found from

L�� � �A�� � L��L
T
����L

T
���

���

In a similar way� subsequent block columns of the decomposition can be calculated� Finally�
it should be noted that the parallelization of the matrix multiplication presented here as well
as the Cholesky decomposition are examples of the divide�and�conquer method� which is one
of the popular approaches to algorithm parallelization ����


 Distributed memory scalable computing	 BLACS� PBLAS and ScaLAPACK

At the time when the LAPACK project was completed� it became clear that similar software to
solve linear algebraic problems on distributed memory architectures should also be developed�
Obviously� this could have been done �by hand� using level � BLAS kernels and an inter�
processor communication library like PVM or MPI� However� this would have made such an
approach dependent on their continuous existence and strict backward compatibility� Since
PVM is already slowly disappearing� while imposing strict backward compatibility on MPI
may be holding it to too high a standard� the decision not to follow this path seems to be
very good indeed� It has led in the �rst place to the development of the BLACS �Basic
Linear Algebra Communication Subroutines�� a package that de�nes portable and machine
independent collection of communication subroutines for distributed memory linear algebra
operations ��� ���� The essential goals of BLACS are�

� simplifying message passing in order to reduce programming errors�

� providing data structures to simplify at the level of matrices and their subblocks�

� portability across a wide range of parallel computers� including all distributed memory
parallel machines and heterogenous clusters�

In BLACS� each process is treated as if it were a processor � it must exists for the life�
time of BLACS run and its execution can a	ect other processes only through use of message
passing� Processes involved in BLACS execution are organized in two�dimensional grids and
each process is identi�ed by its coordinates in the grid� For example� if a group of consists Np

processes then the grid will have P rows and Q columns� where P �Q � Ng � Np� A process
can be referenced by its coordinates �p� q�� where � � p � P and � � q � Q�

BLACS provide structured communication in the process�grid� Processes can communicate
using point�to�point paradigm or it is possible to organize communication �broadcasts� within
a �scope� which can be a row or a column of a grid� or even the whole grid� Moreover� the
performance of communication can be improved by indicating underlying hardware topology
����

The PBLAS �Parallel Basic Linear Algebra Communication Subprograms� ��� is a set
of distributed vector�vector� matrix�vector and matrix�matrix operations �analogous to the
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sequential BLAS� with the aim of simplifying the parallelization of linear algebra programs�
The basic idea of PBLAS is to distribute matrices among distributed processors �i�e� BLACS
processes� and utilize BLACS as the communication infrastructure� The general class of such
distributions can be obtained by matrix partitioning like

A �

�
B�

A�� � � � A�m
���

���
Am� � � � Amm

�
CA �

where each subblock Aij is nb� nb� These blocks are mapped to processes by assigning Aij to
the process whose coordinates in a grid are

��i� �modP� �j � �modQ��

Finally� ScaLAPACK is a library of high�performance linear algebra routines for distributed�
memory message�passing MIMD computers and networks of heterogeneous computers �
�� It
provides the same functionality as LAPACK for workstations� vector supercomputers� and
shared�memory parallel computers� As LAPACK was developed by utilizing calls to the
BLAS routines� ScaLAPACK is based on calls to the BLACS and PBLAS kernels� It should
be pointed out that there exists a BSP version of ScaLAPACK based on BSP communication
routines instead of BLACS� which is faster than the original ScaLAPACK �����

It is worth mentioning that as of writing of this paper �October� ������ new releases of
LAPACK and ScaLAPACK are planned ��� and expected to contain substantial re�working
of the computational kernels to improve their numerical properties as well as parallel perfor�
mance� This illustrates that the area of development of e�cient linear algebraic algorithms
for high performance parallel computers remains an important research area and should stay
this way for years to come�
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